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BOOLEAN SYNTAX TUTORIAL 
 

OVERVIEW 

Searching the web can be an exhausting, frustrating, and complicated experience.  If you learn 
the ropes of what is known as "Boolean” syntax, however, you’ll be able to save a ton of time—
and conduct your web searches in a much more powerful, precise, and streamlined way! 

Almost any website that allows keyword searching of some kind will support the use of the 
Boolean guidelines outlined below.  Some of the most common places where this kind of 
searching is useful are search engines like Google, job boards like Indeed.com, and social 
media sites like LinkedIn where you can search for relevant contacts and target companies. 

BOOLEAN SYNTAX: A QUICK TUTORIAL 

AND:  Adding the word AND between any two search terms will ensure that your search only 
returns results where all of your targeted words show up 

e.g. golf AND accounting 

OR:  Adding the word OR between any two search terms will ensure that your search returns 
results where any of your targeted words show up 

e.g. mathematics OR algebra OR numbers OR statistics 

QUOTATION MARKS:  Any time you’re searching using two words or more, you’ll likely 
want to enclose the words in quotation marks to keep them together as a unified phrase 

e.g. "financial analysis" OR "human resources" OR "business development" 

NOT:  If you place a NOT before any search term or phrase, this will eliminate any results 
containing that particular term or phrase 

e.g. sales NOT ("real estate" OR "financial services" OR insurance OR "snake oil") 

PARENTHESES:  When writing complex searches that mix AND/OR statements together, 
you’ll often need to group “ buckets” of clues together with parentheses to avoid confusion 

e.g. (sports OR athletics OR fitness) AND (sales OR marketing) 

TITLE:  While the “title:” syntax option isn’t supported by all websites, you can use this search 
prefix on most job lead sites (e.g. Simplyhired) to ONLY search the job title, not the body text 

e.g. title:sales OR title:("business development" OR "account management") 

JOB LEAD ALERT #1: INDEED.COM 

If you haven't yet discovered it, Indeed.com is generally regarded as the most effective job site 
in the market today—since it’s essentially a “job board search engine” that collects listings from 
thousands of other job sites, in addition to thousands of individual company career pages.   

As a first step in your job hunt, therefore, you’ll want to set up a targeted search on this site 
using the Boolean syntax rules discussed above.  Better yet, once you run your search, you can 
hit the “create e-mail alert” button in the top right corner of the screen to automate the 
process―and have a new e-mail sent to yourself every 24 hours containing any fresh leads! 
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Example: Search for Administrative Assistant Jobs 

title:(executive OR administrative OR admin OR personal) AND title:assistant 

Example: Search for Mid-Level Corporate Communications Jobs 

title:(specialist OR coordinator OR representative OR consultant) AND title:(communications 
OR relations) AND ("internal communications" OR "corporate communications") 

Example: Search for Financial Management Positions 

title:(CFO OR controller) OR (title:(finance OR financial OR accounting) AND title:(VP OR 
title:SVP OR title:chief OR title:president OR title:director OR title:manager OR 
title:management OR title:executive OR title: consultant)) NOT title:assistant 

Example: Search for Operations Executive Jobs Involving International Trade 

title:(director OR VP OR SVP OR vice OR president OR chief) AND title:(operations OR 
"supply chain" OR logistics OR distribution OR import OR export) AND (EMEA OR APAC OR 
africa OR europe OR australia OR "south america" OR "latin america" OR "international trade") 

JOB LEAD ALERT #2: LINKEDIN "JOBS" PAGE 

The next site you'll want to program to automatically send you leads is LinkedIn.  While some 
of the opportunities on LinkedIn are the same ones you’d see on Indeed, the jobs employers 
actually PAY to run on LinkedIn are exclusive to the site—and won’t show up anywhere else. 

As for how to best hunt for jobs on LinkedIn, the best option is usually to run a blank search on 
the LinkedIn Jobs page and then use the advanced search filters that come up (e.g. job title, 
level, location, industry, etc.) to dial in your specific job preferences.  You can also try using 
Boolean syntax, too, although the title: command unfortunately is disabled on the Jobs page of 
LinkedIn —so you can’t search specifically by words in job titles, just in the body text. 

e.g.: "business intelligence" OR "data science" OR analytics OR KPI OR metrics 

Once you’ve come up with the search strategy that seems most appropriate for you, hit the 
“save search alert” link on the right side of the page and set up a daily e-mail alert.  Also note 
that LinkedIn (as of recently) only supports searches with up to 5 AND/OR/NOT boolean 
operators in them; any search more complex than that will return an error message. 

JOB  LEAD ALERT #3: CRAIGSLIST 

Beyond the two sites above, the final place we'd recommend you check for published leads is 
Craigslist.com, which features a ton of openings at non-profits/startups—and doesn’t allow 
any other sites (like Indeed or LinkedIn) to pick up its listings.  So any lead you find on 
Craigslist is one that you won’t likely find anywhere else.   The syntax for searching on the site 
is different from standard Boolean, too, so it’s often easiest to just search using the main menus.   

If you did want to try some advanced keyword searching, however, make note that 1) instead 
of the standard Boolean "OR" term, you’d use a vertical pipe character "|" in searches; 2) 
instead of the NOT command, you’d use a minus sign (-); 3) instead of the AND command you 
use a plus sign (+); and 4) instead of using the “title:” prefix within a search, which isn’t 
supported, you’d check the box that says "Search Titles Only" on the left side of the page. 

e.g.: (manager | director | VP | vice) + (sales | "business development") -inside 

Craigslist also recently added a “Save Search" option, too, that you’ll note at the top of the 
results page—allowing you to get leads sent to you automatically each day.  Definitely use it! 


